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Reacting to the perceived unsustainability of mainstream
food systems
Creating alternative organizations/institutional structures for 
building and governing alternative food chains (or reforming
established food systems) 
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As AFNs evolve, they are confronted with a variety of agents 
belonging to different organizational spheres, holding diverse 
‘institutional logics’, acting at various institutional scales
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Hybrid Governance Conceptualization
• Mobilizing literatures stressing the hybridity and complexity of governance 
relations and institutional forms (González and Healey 2005, González et al. 2010; 
Moulaert et al. 2005, 2007, 2010, 2013, McCallum et al. 2009). 
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Brief Characterization of the initiative => Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
• Consumers engage with one (or more) producers 
for a certain amount of time (often 1 year/minimum 6 
months). => Direct relation
• Initial investment by the consumers at the
beginning of the season (guaranteeing a source of income 
to the producers)
• Regular delivery /harvest of produce (every 1 or 2  
weeks)
• Each food basket is associated to a small group
of consumers (e.g. from 1 to 4 consumers)
The Case Study 
Brief Characterization of the initiative => Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
CSAs Today
• Many forms of CSAs around the world      Scale out of these “movements” of 
food re-localization
• Strong Value System conducible to “food sovereignty”(Akram-Lodhi 2013, De 
Schutter 2014, McMichael 2014, Sage 2014) + Solidarity Economy 
Radical Alternatives Towards ‘commodified’
conventional food systems
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political climate
Current Stage and
new governance 
challenges
How governance tensions emerge throughout the GASAP’s trajectory
•• Informal/grass-root origins
Interest Groups 
(Activists) 
Militant Producer
First Citizens’ Groups
Self-organization
-in | Illustrative Example
Alternative System
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First Funding Application
to the Regional Environmental Ministry
(Agency IBGE)
Begin of a contested
relation of resource
dependence 
However, relative
trust in the favorable
political environment
(green coalition)
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Governance Tensions within the GASAP’s trajectory 
Formalization of the GASAP into an 
Asbl (No Profit Association)
-Formal ‘federation’ of the organization
-Development of own governing bodies
-Possibility to apply to several funding schemes
(e.g. call for projects, etc) or public markets 
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Producers within the BCR
Producers in Flanders
Producers in Wallonia
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-Shift political priorities
-New budgetary 
guidelines (funding 
restrictions)
Change Regional 
Coalition 
Institutional Tensions
=> Among changed ‘insti-
tutional logics’ having ef-
fects in the organizational 
dynamics of the GASAP
Incentives to diversify fund-
ing sources, among others, 
connecting to Wallonia 
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=>Institutional tool providing a framework for joint work 
and joint learning among diverse actors/food initia-
tives
=> Co-constructing shared questions and solutions 
which at the same time, allow to meet specific needs 
and objectives of the diverse organizations 
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What we observe 
-Bottom-up initiative largely shaped by its own values and self-organizing principles
-Values and principles also reproducing trans-territorial CSA models 
(Food Sovereignty and Solidarity Economies)
-However, increasing influence of and interactions with the socio-institutional 
environment of the Regional Context in which the initiative develops.  
=> Governance tensions emerging throughout the evolution of the GASAP
=> Complexification of hybrid governance interactions in the latest stages of 
GASAPs’ life-course 
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What can be expected 
=>Greater current/future need/tendency to connect to institutional systems at 
different spatial scales (e.g. BCR, Wallonia)
=>Greater/constant necessity to find areas of connection between own agendas 
and agendas of key institutions/social agents
=>But also, constant need to accommodate new challenges within its own specific 
value systems and organizational modalities
• Role of value systems
• Different interpretations of the alternative food agenda
• Relation with state and corporate actors
(…)
EMERGING BIG THEMES…
Thank you!
